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To the Defined Dish Community: This book would not be here
without you. A huge hug to each of you for always supporting me
and cheering me on every step of the way. Thank you for sharing
my blog with your friends and family and for cooking my dishes.

It brings me more happiness than you could ever know. I can’t
wait to see these recipes be made in your own homes for the ones

you love most! You are so special to me, and I am so incredibly
blessed to be able to share what I love with you.
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FOREWORD

Everyone needs an Alex.
You know, that friend who can peek in your fridge, see the last of the

veggies sitting in the crisper, and show you how to turn them into a
delicious, hearty dinner. The one who can size up your kid’s favorite
meal, roll up her sleeves, and whip up an allergy-friendly, nutrient-dense
version your whole family will love. The person you call when your
mother-in-law/boss/love interest is coming over for dinner, and you
want to wow them with flavor using ingredients you know will keep your
energy, focus, and confidence high.

I’ve been following Alex on social media for years, and her recipes
have become some of my family’s favorites. A recent text from Dad read,
“Made Alex’s rack of lamb with mint chimichurri yesterday. It was so
good, I dropped her an email thanking her for the recipe.” (You can find
that one on page 215; make extra chimichurri. You’re welcome.) But even
though I’ve known, and been cooking with, Alex for years, the recipes in
this book still surprised and delighted me. Blueberries on steak! Curried
pot roast! OKRA FRIES! Now that Alex has introduced me to this
Southern favorite, I may never go back to baked sweet potato fries again.

Thanks to this Whole30 Endorsed book, you too can have Alex
surprising and delighting you in your kitchen, showing you how to modify
traditional dishes in a way that fits your family’s health goals, recreate
your favorite take-out meals with ingredients you can feel good about,
and integrate your Food Freedom favorites in a way that leaves you
looking and feeling your best.

Alex has brought the full force of her Texas roots and Italian heritage
to these pages to inspire, nourish, and encourage your whole food,
Whole30, or Food Freedom journey. Infused with grace, charm, and
encouragement to cook what you love, involve the whole family, and
create your own version of “balance,” The Defined Dish Wholesome
Weeknights and Alex will quickly become as beloved in your family as
they are in mine.

Melissa Urban
Whole30 Co-founder and CEO





INTRODUCTION

Ever since I can remember, I have loved food. I loved gathering as a
family in the kitchen each evening to help my mom with dinner. I
vividly remember being a little girl and always offering up my services
as her little sous chef. I would help dice tomatoes for her homemade
sauce and roll out the pizza dough she made from scratch. Sitting
down at the dinner table every night with my parents and siblings
ranks among the fondest of my childhood memories, so to me, food =
family.

If you haven’t already guessed, I’m an Italian girl, which serves as an
inspiration for many of my dishes, but definitely not all. Life was pretty
simple in the small town where I grew up, but in the best way. Have you
ever seen Friday Night Lights, the show about the little football-
obsessed town in the middle of nowhere? That’s basically Celina, Texas,
in a nutshell. We didn’t have easy access to all the entertainment and
amenities Dallas—the closest big city—had to offer, so dinner with my
loved ones was something to which I genuinely looked forward. I love my
hometown and its strong sense of community. It holds an incredibly
special place in my heart, and it was there that my love for cooking
blossomed.

Home-cooked meals were definitely the norm when I was growing
up. I didn’t know much else outside of Celina’s only real restaurant, an
infamous burger joint called Burger Fixins, and trips into the city for
special occasions. I used to love loading into my dad’s car on weekends
to go to Dallas to shop for groceries. While my mom does most of the
cooking, my dad was, and still is, the ultimate grocery shopper. We’d fill
the shopping cart until it was overflowing to feed our family of five for
the week. I especially loved having a say in what was going to be on the
menu.

Although I loved cooking with my mom as a kid, I don’t think I truly
appreciated a home-cooked meal as much until my freshman year at
Texas Christian University in Fort Worth. About halfway through the
semester, I was beyond sick of eating not-so-tasty cafeteria food and
going out to eat. I was so excited when I moved into my first apartment



as a sophomore because I had my very own kitchen. Finally, I could cook
dinner for myself—that’s where my interest in cooking really ignited. I
very quickly, and happily, became the girl who cooked for all of her
friends. I absolutely loved feeding them and experimenting in the
kitchen. We’d all grab a plate of whatever I had whipped up and gather
around the TV to watch our favorite trashy reality TV shows. It was then
that I realized I had a true passion and found myself collecting
cookbooks, watching Food Network in my free time, and trying all sorts
of new recipes. I was like a mad scientist discovering new techniques and
flavor combinations in my kitchen every week, and I haven’t stopped
since.

Another love I discovered in college was my husband, Clayton! We
met while both students at TCU, and you’ll see me refer to him a lot
throughout this book. After graduating, we moved to Austin, the capital
of Texas, to start careers in politics. Each day after work, I would come
home to make dinner, no matter what was going on. It was my favorite
part of the day, and Clayton’s too. My obsession with creating new
recipes and trying new things was not slowing down, but the thought of a
career in food had still never crossed my mind. Then came another life
love that hadn’t crossed my mind yet either—a baby.

Here we were, both young and just starting our careers, now with a
baby on the way. What was next for us? I knew Clayton was my person—
and Clayton knew I was his—far before I found out I was expecting. We
knew we would get married eventually, so we thought, why not speed
things up a bit? We did just that. We packed up our things and closed the
chapter on our life together in Austin. We moved back to the Dallas–
Fort Worth area to be closer to family, and not too long after our move,
our sweet angel Sutton was born. It was this moment that changed my
life forever in a way that I could’ve never imagined.

I was a new, young, stay-at-home mom, and I loved nothing more
than being at home with Sutton. I was searching for work that I could do
from home. I dipped my toes in the family real estate business but knew
it wasn’t for me. However, it was while I was working at my dad’s
business that I created The Defined Dish, a blog that I used as a creative
outlet and an easy way to share my original recipes with friends and
family.

Fast-forward a bit, and Clayton and I were blessed with a second
beautiful daughter, Winnie. Now with two kids in tow, my life had



changed dramatically, and although I was the happiest I could ever have
been, I also quickly found myself struggling with something I’d never
experienced before—postpartum anxiety. This was all very new and
scary to me, especially having grown up anxiety-free. I really didn’t know
how to manage it, so I was willing to try anything to help me cope with
this feeling.

Enter Madison, my younger sister, who had just completed her first
round of Whole30. She raved about her fantastic results and talked
about how clear her mind felt. She encouraged me to do some research,
and I found testimonial after testimonial about how the Whole30 helped
others manage their anxiety. I knew I had to give the program a try.
Thank the good Lord I did, because my life was forever changed.

The Whole30 program had incredible cognitive benefits for me. Not
only did I find that the food I was consuming before was triggering my
anxiety (*cough* sugar!), but over the course of 30 days, I realized the
importance of self-care. As a new mom, I constantly felt buried, tending
to everyone else’s needs before my own. After starting the Whole30
program, I began dedicating the time I needed to my own mental and
physical health. I quickly realized this didn’t make me selfish but, in fact,
it gave me the energy I needed to be the best mom, wife, daughter, sister,
and friend I could be.

I completed my first round of Whole30 in 2015. I felt the best I had in
years and knew I wanted to make this new way of approaching food a
part of my everyday life. I began making easy swaps and using compliant
ingredients to create delicious, wholesome meals. I posted my recipes on
The Defined Dish, and I couldn’t believe how many people loved them.
My recipes were actually making a difference in other people’s daily lives,
which made me so happy. It reminded me of that feeling I would get
helping my mom put a meal on the table for my family when we were
kids. For me, food is more than just what fuels your body. Food brings joy
into our lives, because with food we make friends, we share special
moments with our loved ones, and we are reminded to count our
blessings.

As far as my life after Whole30 goes, my Food Freedom is really
something that ebbs and flows. Fortunately, I don’t have any serious
food intolerances or allergies. I choose to eat clean, real-ingredient foods
simply because they make me feel good, and when I feel good, I can do
great things. I love being able to indulge here and there and not feel



guilty about it or punish myself. I feel strongly that my relationship with
food isn’t just about me—it’s also about the example I’m setting for my
two young girls. I hope that through my daily practices of self-love, I
serve as a fantastic role model as I teach them to nourish their bodies
the way that they deserve, while also supporting a healthy balance
without deprivation. I never want them to live in a world where they
punish themselves for eating too much pizza!

As you peruse my book, you will find a little bit of everything. These
recipes are all inspired by experiences I’ve had in my lifetime. The Mom-
bo Italiano chapter is loaded with inspiration and recipe remakes from
my mom’s Italian family. The Southern Charms and Tacos y Más
chapters are influenced by where I was born and raised and the things I
grew up eating. The rest are filled with foods I’ve discovered through
travel, in restaurants, or via friends or family that I’ve adapted in my own
kitchen to meet the needs of my family and our taste buds.

I am so grateful to be sharing more recipes for you to enjoy through
this labor of love. I hope you enjoy cooking these recipes in your kitchens
as much as I do in mine!







PANTRY STAPLES

Throughout this book, you’ll notice there are a handful of ingredients
I use quite frequently. These are ones that I always have ready in my
pantry to make quick and healthy meals. Having them on-hand will
be a huge help as you cook your way through this book.

GHEE  Also known as clarified butter. Simply put, ghee is unsalted
butter that is heated gently, causing the milk solids to separate so they
can be skimmed off the top. What’s left is a flavorful and Whole30-
compliant cooking oil with a high smoke point. I use it just as I would
regular butter—it’s basically interchangeable.

COCONUT MILK  In order to keep many of my dishes dairy-free, I opt
for coconut milk as a substitute for things like heavy cream or cow’s milk
in everyday dishes. I always use unsweetened full-fat coconut milk. Be
sure to check your labels! A lot of coconut milks sneak in sugar. I prefer
to use Thai Kitchen brand, as I find it has a less distinctive coconut
flavor, perfect for adding richness to dishes without overpowering them.

ARROWROOT STARCH  Some call it arrowroot starch, some call it
arrowroot flour, but it’s all the same! It’s a white, powdery starch
extracted from the root of a tropical plant that is naturally gluten-free,
grain-free, paleo, and Whole30-friendly. However, beware—some lower
quality arrowroot powder blends may also contain potato starch, so be
sure to check your labels. Also note that arrowroot is more similar to
cornstarch than it is to flour in the way that it cooks. Like cornstarch,
arrowroot is excellent for thickening soups, sauces, and gravies.

TAPIOCA STARCH  Tapioca starch, also called tapioca flour, is very
similar to arrowroot starch in gluten-free, Whole30 cooking; however,
you’ll notice I prefer it in a few of the recipes in this book. I find that
tapioca gets crisper when pan-fried, which is why I use it in recipes like
my Best Grain-Free Chicken Nuggets and Chicken-Fried Steak.



ALMOND FLOUR  The finer the almond flour, the better. I use it
throughout the book to add texture to recipes and sometimes to help
bind. Unlike regular flour, it doesn’t thicken gravies, soups, or sauces (I
tend to use arrowroot starch in those types of recipes), but it is great to
dredge meats in to add a crust or breading. I like to think of it as more of
a replacement for breadcrumbs and panko.

COCONUT AMINOS  Derived from the nectar of a coconut, coconut
aminos are great for replacing traditional soy sauce in Whole30 and
paleo cooking. They lend a salty, sweet flavor to dishes that is absolutely
delicious; however, I never use them in my Asian-inspired dishes without
the addition of Red Boat fish sauce (see below) when trying to replicate
the flavor of soy sauce. Without the pairing of the fish sauce, the
coconut aminos can be a little too sweet. You can find coconut aminos
at most grocery stores in the Asian aisle.

RED BOAT FISH SAUCE  This is one of the few ingredients in the
world that bring an immediate, show-stopping umami flavor to a dish. If
you’ve never used it before, you’re going to be intimidated by its pungent
smell the first time you open the bottle, but (just like anchovies) it’s a
secret weapon in the kitchen for big, bold, fantastic flavor. It provides a
salty, briny, and slightly sweet flavor that is great in stir-fries, marinades,
salad dressings, and more. I only use Red Boat brand, as most other fish
sauces have added sugar.
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